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Here are 70 ideas for raising money - however, ideas are the easy bit 

Organising your event is a lot more work and you will need adequate help, time and patience to 

do it - but it should also be fun 

These ideas are just basic information.  Get a book on fundraising and organising events as this 

will help you to plan and not forget things 

In fundraising terms, these events are only expected to raise relatively modest sums.  You should 

also consider other types of fundraising as well if your ambitions are higher 

There is a lot to think about and plan for when it comes to fundraising.  Here are just a few points 

for you to consider: 

Fundraising is about people.  They may be referred to as donors, supporters, friends or whatever, 

but never forget that they are real people.  People give to people, not causes, campaigns or 

events 

We live in litigious times.  Make sure you have adequate insurance cover 

There are regulations and procedures when dealing with young and vulnerable people.  It is not 

insulting to check someone out before accepting their help – it may be legally required or just 

straightforward good sense 

Safety is always important – don’t compromise on it 

Make sure that your fundraising is appropriate for your cause.  Events that include gambling, 

alcohol, adult entertainment, nudity or physical risk may seem a great idea to you but may fill 

your community group with horror.  It’s the same with donors or sponsors; ensure that they are 

appropriate to your cause and other supporters 

And finally – enjoy your fundraising 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Small print stuff 

This publication consists of my opinions and is for information only 

Whilst every effort has been made, I give no assurances, guarantees or warranties that the 

information contained therein is current, accurate or correct and accept no responsibility for any 

errors, omissions, damages arising thereof or any other consequences 

You are encouraged to confirm information with other sources and seek qualified advice before 

commencing any actions that carry personal or organisational liabilities 

Nothing in this publication constitutes advice or a recommendation 



● Idea 1 – Arts and Crafts Stall 

Book a place well in advance. Arts & Crafts markets get booked up very quickly and it can be 

quite difficult to get a stall at a popular venue.  Only sell good quality products and you may be 

asked to provide samples before you are considered for a place 

 

● Idea 2 – Auction 

As you will take a commission on all the goods sold, possibly from buyers as well as sellers, this 

needs to be a professional event.  If you have no experience of auctions, it might be better run in 

conjunction with a firm of auctioneers 

 

● Idea 3 – Badge & Key Ring Making 

The basic materials and machinery for making these items are readily available.  You can make 

and sell them at an event where you could personalise them if you also have a computer and 

printer available.  Alternatively, you could make general designs and sell them to companies, 

social groups or online.  You will have to invest money before you see any return, so this is not an 

idea for quick profits 

 

● Idea 4 – Badminton Tournament 

Competitive sport is very popular.  Better to work in conjunction with a club who has experience 

of such events, so you can set the entry fee and prizes at a level to guarantee you a profit 

 

● Idea 5 – Barbecue 

Good social event with good weather. Food waste lowers profits; buy enough food and soft drinks 

for all.  Get the ticket price right; consider family discounts and research what people would pay.  

Selling alcohol is a nightmare and sometimes illegal; if you allow alcohol, let people to bring their 

own.  Use an experienced barbeque cook so the food is properly cooked.  People who have paid 

for food expect quality and don’t expect to wait long for it; ticket should state what the amount of 

food they can expect to receive.  Barbeques are dangerous - cook away from the guests 



● Idea 6 – Beat the Goalie 

This could be a sideshow as part of a larger event or a Sunday morning event on a free football 

pitch.  Well publicised, this could be very well supported.  Get the pricing right and it could be 

profitable 

 

● Idea 7 – Bingo Evening 

Sounds really dull and dated, doesn’t it?  It may take some publicity and encouragement to get 

people to attend, but they should enjoy it, especially if they win 

 

● Idea 8 – Board Games Afternoon/Evening 

More likely to be popular with people who have time on their hands.  If run as a regular event, 

offer a different type of game each session as this should encourage participants to return for 

future events.  This won’t be a big money spinner, but could be a self-funding social event for a 

specific group of people 

 

● Idea 9 – Book Sale 

A lot of work as books are heavy and need to be sorted so customers can quickly find what they 

are looking for.  If you intend selling donated books, it will take some time to get enough stock 

together and they have to be stored in the meantime.  If you love books, it’s a very interesting 

way of raising money 

 

● Idea 10 – Buffet Lunch 

If you like cooking and don’t mind the stress of getting things together in time, insensitive 

criticism and people walking all over you house, then consider this as a fundraising idea.  Don’t 

set the price too low – you’d be surprised what people would pay to come over and eat at your 

house 



● Idea 11 – Cake Sale 

I attended an all-day event where the cake stall had sold out by 8.30am.  Cakes are very popular 

and many people are excellent at making them.  An odd way to make money, but if the cakes are 

donated and you have enough stock for the event – you can always discount what you have left 

over at the end of the day.  Be aware of national and local food regulations 

 

● Idea 12 – Car Boot Sale 

You need a site for enough pitches plus parking.  You also need good publicity and be a good 

event organiser.  Help out at a car boot before organising one yourself and be prepared for the 

event to be more successful than planned as you might pick a weekend when no one else is 

running one. If the crowd is bigger than you can handle, you will have a lot of unhappy people on 

your hands.  One successful car boot caused a huge back-up of traffic on to a major road and the 

Police were called. The organiser received an official warning 

 

● Idea 13 – Caribbean Evening 

An evening for the extroverts.  Join up with a Caribbean band and Caribbean caterers and you 

could have a success on your hands provided you sell enough tickets.  This type of event needs 

good publicity plus active ticket selling 

 

● Idea 14 – Casino Evening 

If gambling is ok with your group, it can be a popular way to get people to enjoy themselves 

when parting with their money.  Betting limits are necessary and even with very small stakes, it is 

not an event for children.  Roulette would probably be ideal as many people can play.  Someone 

experienced in running the game would make the event smoother to run 



● Idea 15 – Champagne Lunch 

This is not going to be a cheap event, due to the cost of reasonable champagne.  Might be better 

if the organisers prepare the food and come to an arrangement with a champagne supplier 

whereby unopened bottles can be returned.  That way you won’t risk your resources in buying the 

champagne up front. Alternatively, raffle off the remaining unopened bottles to make extra 

money. As a more prestigious event, this will need serious marketing to make it a success 

 

● Idea 16 – Christmas Party 

The problem with Christmas parties is that so many of them are held at Christmas when everyone 

else is holding one.  Either hold it earlier than everyone else as a Pre-Christmas Party or after 

Christmas as a Post-Christmas Party.  If you insist on holding your party within the season of 

goodwill, then either get your invitations out early and/or have a really unusual theme to 

encourage people to attend yours rather than the competitions 

 

● Idea 17 – Coffee Morning 

Traditional fundraising event.  Easy to arrange and inexpensive to resource; add a raffle and you 

will make a modest amount for your group.  Publicity might help to increase your numbers, but 

it’s probably better to ask in person.  Experience shows that not everyone who says they will 

come actually turns up on the day.  You might want to invite slightly more people than you can 

accommodate in case this happens, but not that many in case you are more successful than you 

have planned for 

 

● Idea 18 – Comic Sale 

Second hand comics are probably best sold on a stall at a car boot, mini market or fete.  Unless 

you are selling specialist collectors’ items, the price you get per comic is likely to be low.  If you 

can get plenty of donated stock to sell and lots of adults and children attend your event, then you 

might a modest sum of money 



● Idea 19 – Community Picnic 

Good as a community social event, but not a great fundraiser.  You can improve things by asking 

an ice cream vendor to attend for a fee, holding a raffle or selling low cost items from a stall.  

Good place to network and build connections or supporters for future events, though 

 

● Idea 20 – Copper Coin Collection 

Get some cheap money boxes and ask your supporters to fill them with their spare copper coins.  

Many people remove copper from their change to reduce the bulk and since coinage is not thrown 

away or rarely used for other than very small purchases, they might just save it for you.  The 

down sides are that you’ve got to buy the money boxes and then call back at a later date to 

collect them.  You’ve also got to sort and bank the money which may incur a cost.  There is also 

competition with the change machines frequently found in supermarkets 

 

● Idea 21 – Craft Fair 

A lot of management needed plus marketing to get enough stallholders and customers for the 

event.  Stall holders can be demanding; they justifiably expect a well-managed event and not to 

be too close to anyone selling competing products.  They would prefer no competition at all (who 

wouldn’t?), so be prepared for some delicate negotiations if some people are not happy.  You will 

need to set standards for the goods to be sold and if you will allow products not made by the 

stallholder.  Remember, there are still legal responsibilities when selling goods, so you will have to 

exercise some controls 

 

● Idea 22 – Crazy Golf Course 

Quite a good family event, probably better run as part of a larger event.  If you can’t hire the 

equipment (the costs of which will reduce your profits), perhaps you could put together your own 

course?  Keep it safe, though 



● Idea 23 – Cricket Match 

Unless you are or know a well-connected cricket playing enthusiast, you might be better off 

approaching a cricket club to see if they will run an event for you.  With business sponsorship you 

could also turn this into a corporate event which could be quite profitable for your group.  

Sponsorship is a specific niche in fundraising where sponsor and beneficiary both gain benefits.  If 

this is possible in your case, read up on corporate fundraising and decide if it’s possible for you 

 

● Idea 24 – Crossword Contest 

In an age of electronic games, it’s surprising that the mundane crossword is still popular. Setting 

the level could be challenging and you would need quite a specific audience if your questions took 

in, say, Greek philosophy or the history of metal buttons.  As a general guide, you could watch a 

mid-range news programme for a month prior to the contest and base the questions on this 

 

● Idea 25 – Curry Supper 

Unless you are in to multi-dish curry catering, you’d be wise to join up with the best takeaway in 

your area.  That way everyone can get the dish they want, delivered on time and still hot.  If the 

takeaway will lend you priced menus, all the better.  Negotiate a discount on these prices and 

there is the profit for your group 

 

● Idea 26 – Eighties Night 

Everyone remembers and loves 80’s music, even if they don’t remember or love the 80’s.  But 

you’ll need more than music to make it entertaining for everyone, because if it’s just a disco, 

attendance may not be that good.  As well as the opportunity to bop around a bit for those that 

want to, also hold an 80’s quiz on music, celebrities, television and news of the time.  Put 

together 80’s goody-bags to hand out at the end.  Remember to promote the event widely 



● Idea 27 – Fancy Dress Football 

Football is a winner.  Get two teams of uninhibited people to dress up and recruit a very tolerant 

referee.  This type of event will attract publicity and is ideal for sponsorship, so sort out your 

business contacts and see how much they will contribute to the cause 

 

● Idea 28 – Fancy Dress Party 

Possibly an entertaining event, but the problem with a fancy dress party is that once everyone 

has turned up and commented on everyone else’s appearance, what else is there to do but eat 

and drink?  Not only will the party need organising, but so will some entertainment.  This type of 

event my not make a lot of money, but if enjoyable, the publicity will be good for your 

organisation 

 

● Idea 29 – Fish and Chips Evening 

A meal that attracts support.  Your profit will be the discount you negotiate with your fish and 

chip shop, who must be a reliable supplier of quality cooked food, delivered on time and hot to 

the table.  Fish and Chips is expensive and people will expect quality and value.  Remember to 

provide drinks, which will make you extra profit.  Beer and wine may be required (but be aware of 

local alcohol supply laws) as well as soft drinks.  The traditional drink with fish and chips was 

usually tea, so you may want to provide this as well 

 

● Idea 30 – Food and Wine Tasting 

Could be quite expensive to set up if you are going to buy the food and wine yourself.  Better to 

come to an arrangement with a speciality food and/or supplier whereby they will resource the 

event with produce in return for a percentage of the ticket price plus the opportunity to sell their 

products 



● Idea 31 – Food Hamper Raffle 

You can buy prestige ready-made hampers and sell the tickets at a premium.  Alternatively, get a 

good basket or wooden crate and fill it up with desirable produce.  To get people interested 

enough, the hamper should contain appealing, perhaps hard-to-find or even unusual items.  Don’t 

go too exotic as it may put people off buying your tickets 

 

● Idea 32 – Fun Run 

Think hard before you try and organise this sort of event.  You will really need previous 

experience as there is a lot that could go wrong.  Insurance is essential and health and safety will 

take up a lot of time.  This really is one for professional event organisers; you might be better 

getting a few people to join an established run with their own sponsorship that they would donate 

afterwards 

 

● Idea 33 – Greeting Cards and Gifts; make & sell 

A very crowded market with seemingly more sellers than buyers.  If you have the skills to make 

cards and gifts, think about running a workshop and then donate the profits 

 

● Idea 34 – Hockey/Netball Tournament 

Sports events are popular but need good organisation if they are to be enjoyable, well attended 

and profitable.  Funds can be raised from entry tickets, a fee to take part and sponsorships.  A 

real chance to make some money, but don’t forget health and safety, first aid provision and 

insurance 



● Idea 35 – Hot-Dog/Burger Stand at local events 

If you can supply good quality food, people will buy it and you will make money.  If you don’t, you 

will get a bad name and may also attract the attention of food hygiene authorities.  Commercial 

food supply requires commercial equipment – this is no place for the home barbeque.  You will 

also need to be quick, efficient, insured and competent to meet local food regulations.  Preparing 

hot food at events can also be risky, both to you, your customers and the general public.  Make 

sure you know what you are doing first 

 

● Idea 36 – Indoor Market 

Publicise your market enough and you should get enough stallholders.  Ask what they sell as you 

won’t want too many competing stalls.  Advertise the event enough and you should get enough 

people through the door which will make the stallholders happy.  If you don’t get enough people 

through the door, you will have some very unhappy stallholders.  Good organisation and 

insurance are essential.  You will make your money from stall rents, but think twice before 

charging an entry fee. Would you pay to go into a shop? 

 

 

● Idea 37 – Jewellery Party Plan Selling 

Like greeting cards and gifts, selling jewellery is also very competitive.  However, potentially, 

there is also a large customer base that doesn’t seem to tire looking at a new range of stock.  The 

secret is to have a lot of stock covering a wide range of designs – a few select items, no matter 

how attractive will not get the attention 

 

● Idea 38 – Jogging Event 

If you can arrange an event based on just completing a route rather than the quickest wins, then 

this will appeal to all ages and abilities.  Charge an entrance fee and get people to arrange 

individual sponsorship.  A medal for everyone who participates and finishes will be popular 



● Idea 39 – Joke Competition 

Get people to submit an appropriate joke and an entrance fee.  Pick a representative panel and 

get them to pick the top three who will each receive a prize.  After the event, you could also 

produce a booklet of the best jokes which could also be sold at a profit.  Remember that humour 

is subjective and what some find funny, others may not.  Make very clear that jokes submitted 

should be in good taste and discard those that are not 

 

● Idea 40 – Keep Fit Event 

Try and arrange this with a local leisure centre.  Say it’s for charity and you may not have to pay, 

while still charging an entrance fee.  One type of event will obviously not suit all participants; for 

example, the young and elderly will need different types of exercise.  You will need to decide the 

range of abilities you can cater for, so you can offer good entertainment without losing sight of 

the need to make money for your cause.  You will have to be practical and run the risk of not 

being able to please everyone 

 

● Idea 41 – Local Knowledge Quiz 

Most of us are interested in where we live.  Throw in some local history and a good storyteller and 

you will have an interesting event.  Consider having your storyteller give a short talk first, 

followed by a quiz on the talk and some general knowledge questions about your area.  Good 

family entertainment; allow plenty of time to organise and publicise well to sell tickets.  Make sure 

your storyteller knows their subject, what is expected of them and doesn’t talk for longer than 

expected 



● Idea 42 – Mad Hatter's Tea Party 

A themed fancy dress event that should attract attention - but a lot of work involved.  A dual 

purpose event: a competition for the best outfit and the tea party itself.  A Mad Hatter’s Tea Party 

will also attract media attention which could make your event popular and profitable.  Try and 

present your tea party as an enthusiastic, volunteer-run event; your income will come from 

selling tickets and sponsorship opportunities for a company seeking to attach itself to the publicity 

 

● Idea 43 – Make-up Demonstration 

Popular with people who wear make-up.  Team up with a make-up artist on a profit-share or 

commission basis as your professional may want to sell cosmetics at the event.  Don’t try and run 

an event that’s too large as your customers will want a personal service which may not be 

possible if there are too many people there.  Word-of-mouth advertising may be all you need to 

fill the places.  Pick your make-up artist carefully; you’ll want a good one 

 

● Idea 44 – Meat Raffle 

Supermarkets can offer great value on meat, but that’s not what you want for this type of raffle.  

Deal with an organic meat supplier who can attractively present a range of meat.  Advertise the 

retail value of the meat and buy it wholesale from the supplier.  Keep the ticket price reasonable 

and allow enough time to sell them.  Raffles held near to holidays may attract more attention.  

Don’t just sell tickets to individuals, contact local businesses as well to see if the owners and 

employees also want to buy 

 

● Idea 45 – Music Quiz 

You would need to specialise for this type of quiz due to the vast range of music available.  If you 

think you could find enough people interested in a particular era or genre, then an event would be 

possible.  This would be interesting for those involved and a good social event, but is unlikely to 

raise much money 



● Idea 46 – Outings: book bus trip for a group 

If you are heading to a specific leisure destination, your profit will come from paying a good price 

for entrance and transport and selling this on to your supporters at a profit.  Pick a reliable 

transport contractor and always have a “plan B” in the event of being let down.  Always get your 

customers mobile numbers in advance in case you need to contact everyone before and during 

the event 

 

● Idea 47 – Paintballing 

This has become a mainstream and popular event and you will need a professional organisation to 

run it.  You could sell tickets to individuals, but more money could be made from corporate 

sponsorship and/or getting two or more companies to play against each other 

 

● Idea 48 – Pool Competition 

If you play pool, then you will know others who play pool.  A fee to play and a reduced or no cost 

from the venue will give you the profits to donate to your organisation 

 

● Idea 49 – Refreshments Stall at local events 

Food and drink is profitable at events.  Make sure your prices reflect the type of event, but don’t 

go too cheap.  You are not a supermarket and people do expect to pay more for food and drink at 

events.  Do not over-price bottled water, especially on hot days – paying high prices for a drink of 

water when you are very thirsty can generate very bad feedback 

 

● Idea 50 – Rounders Tournament 

A very British event that will remind many of their school days.  Probably better as part of a 

larger, outdoor event, unless you are confident of attracting a reasonable number of participants.  

It is doubtful that you will make a large sum of money, but people will enjoy themselves as team 

games are still popular with participants and spectators 



● Idea 51 – Salsa Night 

Get a teacher to run a beginners’ class, advertise it and sell tickets on a profit share or, better, if 

you can get the teacher and venue to donate their services.  If you know someone who already 

attends an established class, see if they can persuade their colleagues to run a sponsored event 

for your group.  When you are trying to sell ideas like this, emphasise that you are going to do 

lots of publicity, including press releases.  Make sure those you are seeking donations from feel 

that they are getting some real benefits from the arrangement 

 

● Idea 52 – Skateboard Competition 

If you don’t know anything about skateboard competitions, don’t try and wing it.  Skateboarding 

is very popular, more so with the young, and so you may have the opportunity of a really 

successful event here and you won’t want to spoil your chances with poor organisation.  You’ll 

need to find an expert so you can pitch the event properly.  For example: can you mix age 

ranges?  Also, you will need competent judges to ensure fairness.  Health and safety and 

insurance are obvious.  Another event where you may find it easier to work in partnership with an 

existing organisation or company 

 

● Idea 53 – Skipping Competition 

A fun event that could either be stand-alone (although it may not be a very long event) or part of 

a larger occasion.  Probably better run for different ages or abilities; don’t make it too hard or you 

will have some disillusioned participants.  When running any type of event that requires physical 

exertion, make sure that those taking part are aware of what’s involved and have enough 

information to decide that they are up to the task 



● Idea 54 – Spelling Competition 

A pub quiz type of event; you will need words that are complicated to spell and be able to 

encourage some good guesses on how to spell them.  Added interest would be their meaning and 

for those that like a real challenge, multiple choice questions on the word’s origination.  An 

enjoyable event that may not make a lot of money, but run one and people will ask you to run 

another, so it may prove to be a regular income provider 

 

● Idea 55 – Sponsored Slim 

Weight loss is emotive and must be handled sensitively. It is also a health issue, so unless the 

organisers are qualified in this field, do not use health as a promotional theme. Keep this type of 

fundraising on a personal basis.  No public weigh-ins or charts – ask for a donation for each pound 

or kilogram lost and leave it to the individual to donate when they see fit 

 

● Idea 56 – Squash Tournament 

Squash players are very competitive, so if you know some squash players try and get them to 

sponsor their own squash tournament to support your charity.  You could try and get a squash 

club to run the event for you, but since not all players may belong to a club, you may be limiting 

yourself.  There are also networking opportunities here as many squash players will be corporate 

employees which may give your organisation the opportunity of corporate connections and 

possible financial benefits 

 

● Idea 57 – Street Collection 

Stand in a shopping centre and wait for people to give you money. Door-to-door collections and 

cold calling is now considered intrusive. Comply with local and national regulations. If you collect 

in a shopping mall or privately owned area, ensure you have permission in writing, to be there. 

Potential donors will be unimpressed with collection containers such as open plastic buckets. You 

should have sealable money containers; there are also rules on opening collection boxes and 

counting cash. Security is very important with cash, especially with young or vulnerable collectors 



● Idea 58 – Swimming Race 

You are going to need to know a lot of competitive swimmers to organise a swimming race, so, 

unless you have connections, you may have difficulty in getting them to raise money on your 

behalf.  You might have more luck if you can run it in conjunction with a swimming club.  

Alternatively, you could try individual swimmers who are willing to get their own sponsorship for a 

particular swimming event 

 

● Idea 59 – Table Tennis 

This sport doesn’t have much of a profile these days, which may make it an interesting 

opportunity for fundraising.  Unless you have access to a fully equipped table tennis facility, you 

will need to hire and set up the equipment, possibly in a community centre.  Then there is the 

organising, publicising and running the event.  There is going to have to be quite a few of you to 

run such an event and you will need to be very sure in advance that the financial return will be 

worth your effort 

 

● Idea 60 – Talent (or lack of) Competition 

There is no shortage of people who will display their talent or total lack of it.  What matters is that 

everyone enjoys the event as people enjoying themselves are a source of income.  Put together a 

judging panel like the television talent shows, but without attitude or offence.  Charge entry fees 

and give modest, garish or amusing prizes for the best and most promising acts.  If you are going 

to give prizes for the worst acts (or those with who give a knowingly talentless performance), 

then have a “room for improvement” category and avoid using the word “worst” 



● Idea 61 – Ten-Pin Bowling 

Try and get the bowling alley to sponsor or support the event.  You are unlikely to get anything 

completely free because bowling alleys are commercial entertainment.  Dealing with them, try 

and emphasise that participants will make other purchases (food, drink, gaming machines) as 

well; this would have more effect if you have a lot of people taking part.  This can be a well-

supported event and you will benefit by getting someone with previous experience to organise it 

for you, or try and get some advice from someone who has.  Lots of publicity is required plus 

supporters who will sell tickets 

 

● Idea 62 – Tennis Tournament 

An up-market event that needs tennis-playing contacts – it’s a serious game that needs 

organisation to succeed.  If you don’t have contacts, approach a tennis club to see if they will 

work with you.  Many clubs are committee-run and you may have to wait some time for a 

decision. When trying to gain support, offer to make a presentation to the committee about your 

cause and the benefits the money made will provide.  From this, there is also a good chance that 

you will also build up some good contacts for the future 

 

● Idea 63 – Toy Sale 

Sell toys on commission and take a percentage. Examine toys for faults and tag them with seller’s 

price.  Toys are sold “as seen”, but do not sell rubbish and list any faults on the tag. Although the 

buyer should make sure that what they are buying is suitable, this may not absolve the seller, 

and possibly the event organiser, from responsibility. You should have insurance cover.  Give 

sellers their money soon after the event and keep records in case of challenge.  Older toys may 

be a collector’s item; advise the seller who may wish to sell it elsewhere 



● Idea 64 – Trivial Pursuits Quiz 

Still a popular game. You will need to know the rules in case you need to arbitrate a dispute.  

These events are an excellent way of building up a network of future supporters for your charity.  

You will make your money by charging people a modest amount to take part; the winner should 

receive an appropriate trophy of the event rather than an expensive prize.  Quite a lot of fun to be 

had and good networking but probably not a great deal of money to be made from the event itself 

 

● Idea 65 – Tug-of-War 

Once a popular contest between English villages.  Could be a main event or part of larger event.  

On a slow news day will attract the Press and possibly television.  Good for sponsorship, both 

personal and corporate.  There is also a temptation to offer gambling opportunities on the result, 

which may be inappropriate and could cause you legal problems.  The event will need an 

experienced judge and participants that understand the rules.  Sporting events always run the 

risk of accident and injury.  You will need insurance, first aid provision, volunteers to help and the 

confidence to handle all eventualities 

 

● Idea 66 – University Challenge 

Watch the television programme - you will see that it’s tightly run with no time-wasting. You 

won’t get teams that went to the same universities, so find people with similar connections: 

different company departments or between different companies.  Questions should be set by an 

expert and match the capabilities of the participants.  Not an event for those with no interest in 

intellectual, academic, world events or popular culture.  Rules will need to be understood and you 

will need a strong questioner and judges who can arbitrate.  A great corporate event; get 

sponsorship and you will make some money 



● Idea 67 – Vegetarian/Vegan Evening 

A themed social event which can range from people bringing a vegetarian/vegan dish to share in 

someone’s home up to a night out at a speciality vegetarian/vegan restaurant.  Not the greatest 

fundraiser, but an enjoyable social event good for building up future contacts.  Unless this is a 

higher value event, the proceeds for your charity will be what’s left after all the expenses have 

been paid, which may not be a lot.  Extra funds can be made from the usual raffle.  Good for a 

one-off and probably not a regular one for the calendar 

 

● Idea 68 – Video Games Evening 

Work with games expert who can run this event for you.  You will need enough people and a 

game that everyone knows or can be taught how to play.  It will need team heats that will lead to 

an eventual winner.  Charge participants to take part; try to get your venue free by holding it in a 

pub or similar who will make money on drinks.  You will need good publicity 

 

● Idea 69 – Wine Raffle 

Run this as part of a wine tasting event and sell tickets.  Try selling tickets to companies and 

individuals - it will make it a useful networking event.  Run this in conjunction with a wine supplier 

who can make money from wine sales.  Wine suppliers may be busy with their own events, so 

make sure you have a plan B in case you are let down.  If you don’t want to use a wine supplier, 

make sure that the event is as prestigious as you can make it - people will want value for their 

ticket price 

 

● Idea 70 – Yoyo Marathon 

A good, old-fashioned competition type event that everyone will enjoy but which could be over 

much quicker than you expect.  There are limitations as to how much a keen amateur can do with 

a yoyo.  If this isn’t to be part of a larger event, then you might need extra attractions such as 

skipping or other amusing competitive games.  Not a fundraising event to make a lot of money, 

but fun just the same and quite easy to organise 


